
With LinkWare Live SaaS you manage certification 
jobs anytime, anywhere, with anyone on any device.

By upgrading to Versiv you will have instruments 
that earn you money every time you use them. 
On top of that we especially value our Gold 
Customers and we’ll prove it to you. We will give 
you incredible trade-in deals to swap out your 
DTX devices for our new DSX models part of the 
Versiv Cable Certification System. Our best just got 
better, and your work output and profits will, too.

Trade in your best for far better

* Long-term support for the DTX-1200/1800 Series is ending on June 30th, 
2018.

Your DTX* has served you well for years.  
The only way we’d ask you to replace it  
is if we had something better.  
And we have something far better. 
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The DTX-1200/1800 Long Term Support Policy
Long-term support for the DTX-1200/1800 Series, after 3 years, will end on June 30th, 2018, 
due to a shortage or lack of availability of certain crucial replacement components.

Gold Members are entitled to the best upgrade offers!
For a limited time, your old DTX equipment is worth up to:

Contact your preferred distributor now!

Terms & Conditions
• Flex rebate codes can only be claimed by current Fleet Gold customers who immediately cover the new Versiv(s) under their Fleet Gold Contract. The contract will be 

recalculated reflecting the purchase of the new Versiv(s) and the return of any instruments covered under the current contract.
• “D2V-Care”rebate codes can be claimed by customers purchasing 1 year Gold Services simultaneously with their new Versiv. Any of these customers returning a DTX currently 

covered by Gold will receive a credit for the outstanding Gold coverage. Gold coverage will end the moment the old DTX equipment has been received by Fluke Networks.
• Basic rebate codes can be claimed by customers that refrain from buying Gold Services.
• Trade-in instruments that are being returned must have a similar functionality as those being purchased. For example, those buying a DSX-5000QI-W INT must return a DTX 

CableAnalyzer and a Fiber Module Set.
• If old instruments are not returned within 30 days after the day that Fluke Networks shipped your new Versiv(s) to your distributor, the credit notes referring to the cash-

back codes will be revoked.
• Within the European Union, the customer is responsible for shipping the old equipment to Fluke Networks. Outside the European Union the old instrumentation needs to be 

returned to the preferred distributor.
• Proof might be required that the bank account provided for the payment of a refund is the corporate bank account of the Customer (such as copies of bank statements, VAT or 

other tax registration or tax return or other document, dependent on country).
• This offer is valid in Europe, the Middle East and Africa through participating distributors only, on made purchases between September 1st, 2017 and December 22nd, 2017.
• This trade-in promotion may not be used or combined with any other promotion or special discount offer (including the “DealMaker”).
• This offer is subject to change without notice.
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Formally claim the cash back rebate you are entitled to on DSXDEAL.com. In the “Promotion” pull-down menu choose the 
rebate code(s) from the above table that you are claiming.

Place an order with your preferred distributor for the Versiv configuration of your choice. Mention on the order the code(s) 
you are claiming and the unique ID that was generated by DSXDEAL.com. Please note that DSXDEAL.com also generates a 
shipping document and label with which you need to return the old test equipment to Fluke Networks.

Return your old test instrumentation to Fluke Networks. Ensure that the form generated by DSXDEAL.com is inserted in the 
box. This is critical as the document contains the unique ID with which we track your shipment once it arrives. Now Fluke 
Networks will credit the distributor for the amount of the credit codes, after which the distributor will credit you.

IT’S AS EASY AS...

Distributor

Versiv Purchased
Fleet Gold Customers

DTX Trade-In Cash Back

Customers purchasing 
Gold on new Versiv

DTX Trade-In Cash Back

Customers not purchasing 
Gold on new Versiv
Trade-in Cash Back

DSX-8000-W INT, CFP-100-Q-W INT, CFP-100-QI-W 
INT, OFP-100-M-W INT, OFP-100-MI-W INT, 
OFP-100-S-W INT and OFP-100-SI-W INT

SEK 14.400
Claim code: D2V-Flex-1

SEK 10.000
Claim code: D2V-Basic-1

“Bundled” Gold Models DSX-8000-W INT/GLD, 
CFP-100Q-W-INT/GLD, CFP-100Q-WI-INT/GLD, 

OFP-100-M-W INT + GLD-OFP-100-M, 
OFP-100-S-W INT + GLD-OFP-100-S, 

OFP-100-MI-W INT + GLD-OFP-100-MI 
and OFP-100-SI-W INT + GLD-OFP-100-SI

SEK 12.000
Claim code: D2V-Care-1

OFP-100-Q-W INT, OFP-100-QI-W INT, 
OFP-CFP-QI-W INT, DSX-8000OI-W INT 

and DSX-8000QI-W INT

SEK 28.800
Claim code: D2V-Flex-2

SEK 20.000
Claim code: D2V-Basic-2

“Bundled” Gold Models DSX-8000OIWINT/GLD, 
DSX-8000QIWINT/GLD, 

OFP-CFP-QI-W INT + GLD-OFP-CFP-QI, 
OFP-100Q-W-INT/GLD 

and OFP-100QI-W-INT/GLD 

SEK 24.000
Claim code: D2V-Care-2

DSX-8000QOI and DSX-8000-PRO
SEK 43.200

Claim code: D2V-Flex-3
SEK 30.000

Claim code: D2V-Basic-3

“Bundled” Gold Models DSX-8000QOIWINTGLD
and DSX-8000PROWINT/GD

SEK 36.000
Claim code: D2V-Care-3


